Point-of-care viral load tests are being developed to monitor patients on antiretroviral therapy (ART) in sub-Saharan Africa. Test design involves trade-offs between test attributes, including accuracy, complexity, robustness, and cost. We used a model of the human immunodeficiency virus epidemic and ART program in Zimbabwe and found that the attributes of a viral load testing approach that are most influential for cost effectiveness are avoidance of a high proportion of failed tests or results not received, use of an approach that best facilitates retention on ART, and the ability to facilitate greater use of differentiated care, including through expanding coverage of testing availability.
Since 2013, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommended viral load as the preferred approach for monitoring patients on antiretroviral therapy (ART) [1] . Although in highincome countries tests are done on plasma samples obtained by venipuncture, in low-income settings a more realistic option, particularly for more rural areas, is the use of dried blood spots (DBS), which are relatively easy to collect and can be transported to regional laboratories in stable condition [1, 2] . The intent is to receive the results at the clinic within a few weeks and then provide appropriate treatment at the patient's next visit to the clinic. Although this approach is increasingly being adopted [3] , there remains interest in development of tests that require minimal user training and can be performed in the clinic while a patient is present (ie, at point of care [POC] ) [4] [5] [6] [7] . Several attributes need to be considered when designing such tests, including accuracy, whether the format allows easy use by lower cadres of staff, and in locations that do not have a reliable electricity supply. Developers must balance trade-offs between these attributes and with the cost at which a test can be produced. In this study, we use a modeling approach to explore the impacts of different test attributes on cost effectiveness and target test costs. This builds upon previous work on POC viral load tests in relation to the use of DBS [8] ).
METHODS
We use an existing individual-based stochastic model of heterosexual transmission, progression, and treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, which incorporates treatment adherence and acquisition and transmission of drug resistance mutations [8] (Supplementary Material). The epidemic and ART program data simulated relate to Zimbabwe (Supplementary Table 1 , Figure 1 ). We assumed that CD4 count monitoring was used before 2017 and that viral load monitoring using the WHO-recommended 1000 cps/mL threshold for switching is then introduced. Measurement of viral load ≥1000 cps/mL prompts enhanced adherence support with a follow-up measure taken after 3 months. A measured viral load <1000 cps/mL in the past year is assumed to lead to a reduction in non-ART programmatic costs due to lowered frequency of clinic visits in people on first-line ART (ie, viral loadinformed differentiated care [8] ).
A range of attributes relating to the viral load testing approach were considered, and these are outlined in Table 1 . We first simulated outcomes over the years 2017-2036 based on a set of viral load testing attributes that were considered to approximate the use of a DBS approach and the current situation in Zimbabwe ("base DBS scenario") ( Table 1) . We then explored the effects of changes in the attribute values, oneby-one, on population health. Population health is measured using disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) incurred; a generic measure of the burden of disease in the population that captures both premature mortality and morbidity as a result of ill health.
In the DBS base scenario, it is assumed that 75% of the population have access to viral load testing, whereas the remainder would continue to be monitored using CD4 count testing. In previous modeling results, DALY outcomes from monitoring the CD4 count using a switch criteria based on a threshold of 200 cells/mm 3 were not appreciably different from monitoring with viral load [8] . In this study, to capture the intended effects of viral load testing, we assume a relatively high rate of switch to second-line ART when the failure criteria have been met with viral load monitoring (0.2 per 3 months), which is greater than the 0.001 per 3 months with CD4 count monitoring (based on the low number of people on second-line ART).
Economic Considerations
Program costs resulting from different viral load testing attributes were also considered, enabling assessment of cost-effectiveness on the basis of net DALYs. This is a measure analogous to net health benefit [16] and compares the health gains from an intervention with the health losses associated with displaced or forgone intervention that can no longer be provided due to the commitment of limited healthcare resources to the evaluated intervention (ie, it compares health gains to health opportunity costs). The cost-effectiveness threshold (CET) is central to the estimation of net DALYs-it is an estimate of the cost per DALY averted of interventions displaced/ foregone at the margin when a new intervention in introduced [17] . Net DALYs is then calculated as DALYs + costs/CET. For most healthcare systems, the CET is generally not readily apparent, but a value of $500 per DALY averted is thought to be realistic for low-income settings in sub-Saharan Africa because alternative policy interventions (eg, expanded ART provision) offer health gains at about this level [18] . The testing policy with the lowest net DALYs is deemed the cost-effective policy POC tests should enable greater access to (coverage of) VL testing in a country, because it is an additional option to DBS testing. It is theoretically possible that a POC test will result in a more rapid switch, due to the ability to act on VL result while the patient is present. Given the enabling of VL-informed differentiated care, POC tests could result in lower rates of disengagement from care, although this is uncertain and needs to be assessed in studies.
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(1) Delay may be up to 3 months. (2) The sensitivity and specificity are not input parameters: they are outputs that depend on the assumed standard deviation for the measurement variability and any offset (see Supplementary Material, section 9). Values Informed by overview of various studies comparing VL values on DBS/plasma (eg, [1, 9, 10] ). (3) [11] . (4) This is failure due to technical reasons in the laboratory or failure for results to be successfully returned: the value is likely to vary by setting within countries as well as between countries-the value of 0.15 is a conservative estimate of what is achievable with a DBS transport network (eg, [12] ; F Cowan (oral personal communication, CESHHAR, Zimbabwe, 10 December 2015)). It is not yet certain whether use of DBS for viral load testing can achieve similar results, because the number of tests to be done will be much higher. (5) Assumption: 0.80 may be rather high for DBS, and data are required to inform this. (6) Coverage assumed to be 75% in base case: this is closely linked to (4) above, and 75% is conservative for what is feasible for EID; an assumption is made, even for base scenario DBS, that the probability of switch is higher with viral load monitoring than with CD4 count monitoring (0.001 per 3 months). (7) Differs by setting (eg, [13, 14] ). (8) Consistent with [15] (see details in Supplementary Material). This is base rate of interruption -it is increased within first 2 years of ART and in those with suboptimal lifetime tendency to adhere (see details in Supplementary Material).
from amongst those evaluated because it leads to the greatest reduction in population burden of disease (ie, lowest DALYs). The opportunity cost of interventions displaced at the margin, represented by the CET, also informs the price within which interventions must be delivered to offer population health improvement and be deemed cost effective. For the value of each viral load testing attribute, the upper-bound cost that the viral load test would need to be delivered is provided. A health system perspective was adopted, and costs incurred by patients were not included. Both costs and DALYs averted were discounted to present value using a 3% per annum discount rate.
Unit costs (in US dollars at 2015 prices) are detailed in Supplementary Material. Costs of viral load assays were set at a base value of $22, based on cost estimates using the DBS approach and counting all components of delivery (reagents, equipment, human resources, buildings, set-up costs, etc [referred to as a "fully-loaded" cost]) (see details in Supplementary Material). Annual program costs for clinic visits (not including drug or viral load/CD4 count tests) are $80 per year [19] with an assumed reduction to $40 per year after measurement of viral suppression because of reduced clinical visit frequency within a differentiated care model [8] . Health utilities and disability weights to calculate DALYs averted were derived from a recent comprehensive study [20] .
RESULTS
The status of the simulated Zimbabwean adult population in 2014 is shown in Supplementary Table 1. Figure 1A shows the effect on DALYs incurred over 20 years of differences in attribute values associated with viral load testing. The delay associated with DBS testing had a relatively modest influence on the number of DALYs incurred. The sensitivity of the test for detecting a value above 1000 cps/mL was more influential, with generally higher sensitivity leading to a lower number of DALYs incurred, regardless of specificity and due to enhanced adherence support and switching to second-line ART in those who require this. When the sensitivity was approximately 90% or above, then a lower specificity was associated with a lower number of DALYs incurred, reflecting that those with viral loads between 50 and 1000 copies/mL may also benefit from a switch to second-line ART. The viral load threshold used is also moderately influential, with more DALYs averted the lower the threshold. The proportion of tests that fail or the results lost was also influential, due to the inability to act on viral load failure in a timely way or at all. The probability that viral load-informed differentiated care was implemented did not influence the DALYs, because we did not assume any positive or negative health effects of such a policy, only an impact on costs. The rate of switch to second-line ART in people with first-line failure is also influential on DALYs incurred. It is uncertain whether the viral load testing format (laboratory based or POC) will influence this parameter, although it is plausible that if the result is available while the patient is present, then a switch is more likely to be instigated compared with a laboratory result that is only available on a return visit. The extent to which a test can result in increased coverage of viral load positively influenced the DALY outcome, mostly through the assumed greater rate of switch to second-line ART where viral load testing is used. The rate of ART interruption or loss to follow-up is highly influential, although, again, it is uncertain whether the form of viral load testing will influence this parameter.
In Figure 1B , we considered the influence of each factor on the net DALYs, which takes into account the opportunity costs of differences in cost in addition to the DALYs incurred. The relative influence of the various factors was similar to Figure 1A , with a few exceptions. Lower specificity was associated with higher net DALYs, due to the additional cost of secondline drugs, and a sensitivity and specificity of approximately 90% was close to the that with 100% sensitivity and specificity. The viral load threshold to define ART failure was less influential on net DALYs than it was on DALYs, because use of higher thresholds reduced costs. The proportion of tests that fail or are lost was even more influential on net DALYs than on DALYs, due to the cost incurred with repeated attempts to successfully measure viral load. The probability of implementing viral loadinformed differentiated care was also influential, due to the cost savings for clinic. The probability of switching to second-line ART once the failure criteria were met was less influential on net DALYs than on DALYs, again due to the higher costs of second-line ART.
In Table 2 , for each level of each viral load testing attribute, we provided the upper-bound cost for a POC test to be considered as cost effective compared with the DBS base scenario. For example, if a POC test demonstrated an increase in the probability of viral load-informed differentiated care from 0.8 to 0.9, then, with no other difference compared with the DBS base scenario, it could cost $24 and still be cost effective compared with the DBS base scenario with the $22 test cost. Alternatively, if a POC test demonstrated a halving of the rate of ART interruption or loss to follow-up compared with the DBS approach, with no other difference compared with the DBS base scenario, then it would be cost effective up to a cost of $41 per test. Furthermore, if the approach resulted in 100% coverage, then a test could cost up to $28 and remain cost effective; that is, if the test replaced the $22 test in all. If the tests were used to fill the coverage "gap", then it could cost much more, while preserving the same overall cost of viral load testing, and remain cost effective.
DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that the attributes of a viral load testing approach most influential for cost effectiveness are avoidance of a high proportion of failed tests or results not being received and, so far as it can be influenced by the viral load monitoring strategy, use of an approach that best facilitates retention on ART.
Also of particular importance was the ability to facilitate greater use of differentiated care through expanding coverage of availability of viral load testing. These attributes are most likely to be found with a robust POC viral load test that facilitates decision making while the patient is present. It is noteworthy that a 3-month delay in receiving a result does not result in a significant negative impact, and also that sensitivity and specificity both in the region of 90% appear to be acceptable. Due to the higher cost of second-line drugs, the influence of the switching rate in those with first-line ART failure was not one of the most important attributes for cost effectiveness. Our results emphasize the need for POC viral load tests and may inform the development of tests as well as the design of future implementation studies and trials on viral load testing approaches. Our results suggest that it is important for studies to consider how POC viral load testing impacts the patient care model, such as earlier switch to second-line drugs or better retention in care. Whether these factors are indeed improved with POC testing will have to be evaluated in implementation studies, and data could then be used to inform our cost-effectiveness modeling. It may prove to be important, for example, that the waiting time to receive a result from a POC assay is as low as possible.
Several POC viral load assays have already been developed (eg, by Cepheid, Liat, and Alere), and some pilot studies have been completed. Many of these assays already meet high levels of accuracy, but our results indicate that perhaps other parameters (such as potential coverage and assay costs) still need to be prioritized.
The WHO has established the ASSURED (affordable, sensitive, specific, user-friendly, rapid/robust, equipment-free and deliverable to end-users) criteria for POC diagnostics [21] . It has been suggested that the WHO preference for equipmentfree POC tests presents a potential conflict with the need to deliver high sensitivity and specificity [22] . Our results suggest that the population health effects of reduced sensitivity and specificity, of an equivalent level to the DBS base scenario, for example, are modest compared with the potential benefits of increased access and ease of patient management. Weidemaier et al [16] argue that ASSURED criteria imply that resource capacities for where interventions are ultimately to be used should be taken into consideration throughout the technology development process. This study attempts to facilitate this for POC viral load tests.
We assigned a set of attribute values to the DBS base scenario, but there remains uncertainty whether these can be achieved in practice. We considered compiling 1 or 2 plausible sets of attributes that might reflect a particular POC test. We elected not to do this because any given choice of parameter sets seems extremely arbitrary. There are no data available on reallife implementation of true POC assays to inform the values. As data become available on attributes of different testing approaches, our model can be used to compare cost effectiveness both between POC tests and with the DBS alternative.
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